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Abstract - As recently vehicles have intelligently evolved, there have been active researches on the Intelligent Traffic 
System (ITS) to eventually reduce traffic accidents and increase traffic efficiency through connection to the traffic control 
system such as road conditions, traffic signals, etc. The technology to be developed with this research is to extract and 
prevent security vulnerabilities by gathering information of a gateway connected to external and internal networks of the 
automobile-IT convergence technologies, applying functional safe scenario to sent data packet, receiving and analyzing 
operation data. It is a research on a software to extract security vulnerabilities of internal automotive network in real time 
and a hardware connected to a gateway of a car to send and measure signals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

As recently vehicles have intelligently evolved, there 

have been active researches on the Intelligent Traffic 

System (ITS) to eventually reduce traffic accidents 

and increase traffic efficiency through connection to 

the traffic control system such as road conditions, 

traffic signals, etc. However, implementation of the 

Intelligent Traffic System requires acquisition of 
security technologies as a prerequisite [1][2][3].  

In addition, security under the vehicle network 

environments is an important factor directly coupled 

with life of the driver differently from the existing 

network environments such as internet. For example, 

when a car ahead send a message read 'Reduce Your 

Speed' to the following cars, if the message is forged 

as 'Increase Your Speed', it may rather result in a 

traffic accident. It would be possible to cause an 

accident to invade privacy by tapping communication 

messages containing GPS information.  
There had been researches on IT technologies and 

automotive industry technologies separately, but just 

recently researches on automobile-IT convergence 

technologies are receiving spotlight. However, it 

should be noted that those automobile-IT 

convergence technologies without security 

technologies may rather result in traffic accidents, 

and it requires researches commercialization of 

technologies shared by industry, academy and 

research, standardization development, etc. to ensure 

security technologies for automobile-IT convergence 
technologies.  

The technology to be developed with this research is 

to extract and prevent security vulnerabilities by 

gathering information of a gateway connected to 

external and internal networks of the automobile-IT 

convergence technologies, applying functional safe 

scenario to send data packet, receiving and analyzing 

operation data. It is a research on the software to 

extract security vulnerabilities of internal automotive 

network in real time and a hardware connected to a 

gateway of a car to send and measure signals. 

 

II. EXISTING RESEARCHES 

 

IDPS (Car Intrusion Detection and Protection) from 

ESCRYPT safely protects vehicles in operation from 

cyber attack. This solution is based on detection of 
potential attacks at network level [4].  

ARGUS CONNECTIVITY PROTECTION from 

ARGUS has been made to protect ECUs under 

various conditions of vehicle attack scenarios, and 

provides various functions such as interception of 

malware installation, detection of abnormal 

symptoms, isolation of suspicious applications, 

blocking of propagation in connection with 

automotive network and external module [5]. 

AutoCrypt AFW (Advanced Firewall) from PENTA 

SECURITY is a firewall optimized to automotive 
communication [6]. It analyzes and responds to all 

abnormal communications generated from inside a 

car as well as malicious communications from 

outside a car. 

This research intends to develop a system economic 

competitiveness by collecting core functions of the 

solutions mentioned above and providing additional 

functions (module) to reduce need and have less need 

to use several solutions. 

 

III. ABNORMAL NETWORK PACKET 

DETECTION SYSTEM OF CONNECTED 

VEHICLES 

 

3.1. Overview of detection system 

The outline of the detection system developed in this 

study is shown in Fig. 1 and this research first allows 

automatic hardening of ECU to be protected from 

corruption by hackers and identifying malicious 
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messages utilized by hackers to alter movement of 

vehicles through an Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS). Second, it will set forth prior security rules 

against packets incoming through networks and plays 

a role to allow or block the packets according to the 

rules. Third, it is a system to support IPS (Intrusion 

Prevention System), detect and block malicious 

traffics by analyzing incoming packets in real time, 

detects and blocks abnormal invasions that cannot be 

detected by the existing firewall. Forth, it detects 

packets of an application layer connected via 
TCU/PLC/WI-FI/BlueTooth, and blocks and controls 

abnormal packets transmitted. Finally, it contains 

software safety analysis out of requirements of ISO 

26262, and generates analysis scenario and packets 

with one of safety analysis techniques, FMEA 

(Failure Mode & Effects Analysis). 

 

 
Fig. 1.In-vehicle network security gateways and intrusion detection system 

 

3.2. Final target of detection system 

It aims at providing the users with safer autonomous driving environments by controlling access from outside 

under autonomous car network environments and detecting (blocking) malicious access and attack of invaders 

(hackers) as much as possible to maximize network (cyber) security factors, and quantitative target items are 

described in Table 1. 

 

Evaluation Items Unit 

Top-level country/ 

company 

Development Target Assessment Methods 

Performance Level 

Intrusion Detection 

Pattern 
ea 

USA/Cisco 

1,024 
1,024 (100%) Self-assessment 

Firewall Pattern ea 
USA/Juniper 

1,600 
1,600 (100%) Self-assessment 

Support Protocols ea 
USA/Cisco 

10 
10 (100%) KISA 

Transfer Rate % 
USA/Cisco 

100 
100 (100%) KISA 

SAE J3061 
 

- Result Report SGS,DNV,TUV,EA 

Table 1.Quantitative target items of the detection system 

 

3.3. Main targets and contents of detection system 

Main targets and contents of the detection system are described in Table 2. And the overall structure is shown in 

Fig. 2. 
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Targets Contents 

Development of security 

gateway functions for 

vehicle network 

- To build an operating system for automotive devices 

- To build a firewall 

- To build a firewall pattern setting function 

- To build a general network firewall pattern database  

Development of 

invasion detection  

function for vehicle  
network 

- To develop a function to analyze network packets 

- To develop a detection function of each vehicle network protocol 

- To develop a detection function for each network protocol 

Development of  

a function to detect  

abnormal symptoms of  

vehicle network 

- To develop a function to retrieve histories of each vehicle network 

 protocol 

- To develop a function to extract user patterns of each vehicle  

network protocol 

- To develop a vehicle network intrusion detection pattern 

Development of security  

function integration  

system 

- To design and manufacture automotive devices 

- To develop system and infrastructure design  

- To develop firewall function setting UI  

- To develop intrusion detection function setting UI  

 Table 2. Targets and contents of the detection system 

 

 
Fig. 2. The overall structure of Cnbis IPS 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND EXPECTED 

EFFECTS 

 

Today weight of electronic parts in a car rapidly 

increases. In other words, a car is not a collection of 

mechanical parts, but needs to be a sort of computing 

device such as PC.  

Accordingly it is an important requirement to provide 

the users with safer autonomous driving 
environments by controlling access from outside 

under autonomous car network environments and 

detecting (blocking) malicious access and attack of 

invaders (hackers) as much as possible to maximize 

network (cyber) security factors. The security 

requirements above can be satisfied with the system 

developed in this research and solve cyber security 

requirements under autonomous driving 

environments. 

 

Automotive cyber security area is a rapidly growing 

market with development of autonomous car, expects 

to have effect on creation of domestic/oversea 

markets and jobs with easy expansion to IoT area, 

continues to result in effects on activation of markets 
and contributes to systemization of related system 

such as technical support, maintenance, etc. and 

creation of jobs. Security solutions of the autonomous 

car rely on foreign technologies due to technical 

barrier and have low level of domestic technologies. 

Accordingly it is required to further develop the 
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system resulted from this research toward a system 

with global competitiveness in the future. 
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